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 These UCI staff members
 attended multiple Mailology
 seminars and are better prepared
 to utilize efficient, cost-effective
 postal practices!

 Solar Canopy Installations are Complete 

 Great news! The solar canopy installations at the Social Science,
 Student Center, and Mesa parking structures are complete. Parking
 is once again available on the top floor of each structure. With the
 11,700 newly-installed solar panels, UCI has quadrupled the amount
 of green power it generates on-site, producing enough power for the
 electrical needs of 1,800 homes. Thank you for your patience and
 flexibility during this major installation.

 Bike Month Celebrations: Wrap Up 

 Every May, UCI Transportation celebrates National Bike Month by
 hosting various events and educational seminars to encourage safe
 and predictable bike riding on campus. This year was the grandest
 celebration yet.

 Our two-day bike festival, held at the Aldrich Loop flagpoles,
 showcased interactive bike demonstrations, a tricycle obstacle
 course, games, food, and dozens of prize drawings. Anteaters
 learned how to fix a flat tire, ride confidently on the road, and the best
 way to put their bike on a bus. With more than 5,000 students, faculty
 and staff currently commuting to campus on bikes, this festival was
 well-attended and a major success!

 Congratulations to Nicholas Leflohic, Eduardo Cruz, and Danielle
 Kane, the lucky winners of UCI-themed beach cruisers! We hope to
 see you all next May.

 Click through the image below to view photos of the festival fun:

 Lighting Improvements along Anteater Drive 

 In addition to UCI Transportation's efforts to reduce commuter
 emissions, energy usage is continually evaluated to meet campus
 sustainability and efficiency goals. As part of an ongoing partnership
 with Facilities Management, new adaptive street lighting controls
 were installed along Anteater Drive. These new controls provide
 lighting at full power when pedestrians, bicycles, or vehicles are
 detected, and at half power when no movement is detected. The
 lights are turned off during daylight hours. The installation of unique
 software allows programmable control of lighting, and defers the
 need to update light fixtures, resulting in maximum energy and cost
 savings.

 Travel Stress-Free to Commencement 

 Congratulations to the 50th graduating class of the University of
 California, Irvine! UCI Transportation is committed to supporting the
 graduates and their guests during Commencement by facilitating
 unique traffic patterns and coordinated parking locations,
 accommodating thousands of visitors this coming weekend. For the
 safety of all, please adhere to the direction given by pedestrian and
 traffic directors.

 Watch the following video to ensure a smooth travel experience to
 UCI's 50th Commencement:

 Student Parking During the Summer 

 During the summer, we know many UCI students stay on campus for
 classes, research, internships, and many extracurricular activities. To
 support these committed summertime Anteaters, UCI Transportation
 offers "summer commuter permits" that are not zoned. With a
 summer commuter permit, you can park in any valid "S" parking
 structure or lot around campus.

 Summer commuter permits will be available online, beginning
 Wednesday, June 17, on "myCommute".

 UCI is Golden for the 5th Consecutive Year 

 For the fifth consecutive year, UCI was honored with a Race to
 Excellence Gold Award, the highest honor offered by the National
 Center for Transit Research, in a program designed to encourage
 sustainable transportation innovation. This honor identifies UCI as
 one of the "Best Workplaces for Commuters" on a national level.

 National Center for Transit Research recognizes businesses and
 universities who have taken exemplary steps to offer transportation
 options such as vanpool and transit benefits for their employees.

 Summer Maintenance Begins 

 Summer is the time when UCI Transportation's maintenance team
 begins preparing for the upcoming school year. Planned
 improvements include asphalt sealing, paving, and repainting of
 campus parking lots and updating signage and markings. This
 summer, in partnership with Facilities Management, UCI
 Transportation will also assist in repairs along several campus
 roadways.

 As this work may impact pedestrian and vehicle pathways, please
 use caution and watch for temporary detours and partial closures. For
 dates regarding upcoming maintenance, visit our website.

 AED/CPR Trained Staff 

 UCI Transportation is proud to work
 closely with the UCI Police Department
 during campus emergencies. As such,
 our enforcement staff are CPR, First Aid
 and AED certified. Additionally, all
 enforcement vehicles are equipped with
 automated external defibrillators.
 Remember, in an emergency you
 should always dial 9-1-1.

 Receive UCI Mail Delivery Notifications 

 To improve mail services for departments, UCI Distribution has
 launched its new mail delivery notification program providing text or
 email updates when mail is delivered. This program is our latest effort
 to improve and streamline mail services for the campus. To sign up
 for this complimentary service, please click here.
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